Why perfectionism persists

Self-worth overly dependent on
striving and achievement
Inflexible standards
‘I must read every book on the list before I write’
‘I must consider all options carefully before making any decisions, however small’
‘I should always do my best’
‘If it is not 100% then it is worthless’

Cognitive biases
All-or-nothing thinking
Discounting the positive
Focusing on the negative’
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Review before
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Performancerelated behaviour
‘I must go over things to
make sure they are
perfect’
‘’
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don’t eat or sleep
properly
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demanding
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Perfectionism
Overchecking
Procrastination

Avoids trying
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Flow diagram: the four steps to perceived failure
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Self-evaluation overly based on being a
good father and worker

Self-evaluation overly based on
achievement

Self-evaluation overly based on getting
good grades and working hard

Sets high standards contained in rigid
Sets high standards contained in rigid rules,
Sets high standards contained in rigid
rules, e.g. 'I must consider all options
e.g. 'I must go over things to make sure
rules, e. g. 'I must read everything before I
carefully before making any decisions,
they are perfect', 'I should always do things
write'
however small', 'I must do everything I can
perfectly'
to protect my children from harm', and 'I
should always do my best'

Only notices what he doesn't achieve, not
what he does achieve

Knows that tasks will take a long time and
cause stress

Works excessively, doesn't eat or sleep

Perceives self as failure

Puts off doing tasks + avoids responsibility

Feels anxious, low and out of control
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